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Our job is to see, to make things seen or to inform, but we never see enough. I knew

around a dozen caryatides and then I discovered fifty of them.

Agnès Varda (in Varda par Agnès)

Agnès Varda sits on the stage in front of a packed house. She is here for
a discussion of her film Jane B par Agnès V (1987), a portrait of the actress
Jane Birkin, and to open a major retrospective of her films at the British Film
Institute (Spring 2010). Bright eyed, 82 years old, bowl-cut hair, bottom half
red, top half white, her small figure leans forward in her chair, ‘Tell me’, she
asks the audience, ‘What will you say to people about this film? Was it a film
you enjoyed, did you understand it? Or was it a UFO?’

Agnès Varda was a portrait photographer before she was a film-maker and
claims to have seen very few films before she made La Pointe-Courte in
1954. This, she says, gave her freedom as she set out with a blissful lack of
intimidation. She has made 42 films in total: feature films, documentaries,
tourist information films, feminist films and most recently the self-portrait
The Beaches of Agnès (2008), a beautiful meditation on film, memory and
ageing. Terming her approach ‘cinécriture’, meaning ‘filmic writing’,1 her subjects
include the Black Panthers, murals in Los Angeles, homelessness, her late
husband Jacques Demy, widows, chateaux in the Loire valley and the women’s
movement. Although her work spans genres, themes of portraiture, observation
and the slippage between the real and the imaginary weave through her
work. I want to suggest here that her filmic portraiture suggests a feminist
approach fused with an ethnographic eye.

While Varda has made films on feminist themes such as women’s relationships
with their bodies (Réponse de Femmes: notre corps, notre sex (1975)) and
the pro-choice movement in France (One Sings, the Other Doesn’t (1976)),
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1 ‘I am so fed
up with hearing
“it’s a well-
written film”,
when I know
that the
compliment is
meant for the
scenario and
the dialogue.
A well-written
film is also well
filmed, the
actors are well
chosen and
so are the



my concern here is her approach to the portrayal of her subjects and the
playful way in which she deals with her own presence in her films. I am using an
‘ethnographic eye’ to suggest a knack of observation, an attention to detail,
a sensitivity – or a sensibility perhaps – towards the complexity of the world and
of people. Or, in Les Back’s words, an attention to ‘the fragments, the voices and
stories that are otherwise passed over or ignored’ (2007: 1). Back refers to this
capacity as ‘the art of listening’ (2007: 1). In Varda’s case this relates to the
visual, an eye rather than ear. A kind of filmic listening, perhaps?

Varda’s ethnographic eye has often been turned on Paris, her adopted home town,
and its residents of flesh and stone. The above quote refers to Varda’s short film Les
Dites Cariatides (1984), her exploration of the female column statues in Paris. The
short film, made for French television, combines the poetry of Baudelaire with her
own reflections. It is a Walter Benjaminesque inventory/meditation with a feminist
twist; she muses on the apparent ease with which the female statues support
buildings on their heads, as opposed to the grimacing male Atlases who flaunt their
labour for all to see. More often, though, it is Paris’s more fleshy occupants who
have captured Varda’s imagination. The feature film Cleo from 5 to 7 (1961) follows
a self-obsessed singer around the city as she waits for the news of hospital tests. As
Cleo walks through a bar, unable to connect with her surroundings, the film-maker
allows us to eavesdrop on snatched fragments of conversations from her fellow
Parisians. They talk about the war in Algeria (a repeated theme that simmers away
in the background of the film before coming to the fore in the figure of the soldier
that Cleo meets), the state of poetry, their love lives. This is not a straightforward
romantic rendering of Paris. Cleo is confronted with carnivalesque street performers,
a man sticking a spike through his arm and a vomiting frog swallower, before a
chance meeting with a stranger who transforms her perspective on life. Ultimately,
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locations. The
cutting, the
movement, the
points-of-view, the
rhythm of filming
and editing have
been felt and
considered in the
way a writer chooses
the depth of meaning
of sentences, the
types of words,
numbers of adverbs,
paragraphs, asides,
chapters that
advance the story or
break its flow etc. In
writing, it is called
style. In cinema,
style is cinécriture’
Agnès Varda in Smith
(1998: 14).
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Cleo is transformed by leaving her cutesy, cocooned world and properly entering into
the public of the city.

Perhaps the best illustration of Varda’s ethnographic eye at play in the city is
Daguerreotypes (1975), a portrait of a section of Rue Daguerre where the director
has lived on and off for over fifty years. At home with a small child, Varda turned
the constraint of being confined to her locality into art, making a decision to
stray no further than her 90-metre electricity cable would stretch from her house.
She traces the rhythm of the days and the waiting of shopkeepers. She interviews
the inhabitants on how they met their spouses, their work and what they dream
about. The dream-world is never far away in Varda’s films; in Daguerrotypes,
a magician visiting the locale only serves to provide an out-and-out narrative for
this intermingling of real and fantastic. It is not only through speaking that
Varda renders her characters. Her ethnographic eye is captured in her portrait of
the character Mrs Chardon Bleu, a shopkeeper’s wife, confused, silent and looking
out onto the street all day from the perspective of the dusty shop, where her
husband makes perfume to sell in coloured glass bottles. She barely utters a
word, nervously shifting around her husband and the shop window.

Reflecting on a set of street photographic portraits made in East London, Les
Back reflects: ‘The figures in these portraits look back. They stare back at us.
Cameras in this context are like windows that look out onto the street, and
through which the street looks in’ (2007: 104). Varda’s characters look into the
camera, often unspeaking. It is only actors, Varda says, who resist looking into
the lens. We stare at Mrs Chardon Bleu through the camera, sometimes through
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the camera and through her shop window, and she looks right back at us, in a gentle
and challenging exchange.

Jane B offers a different approach to portraiture. The film is a portrait of
a portrait, a musing on being a muse and the impossibility of representation.
Inspired by the format of tributes to dead actors aired on television, Varda
splices together interview material with mocked up extracts from films, films that
Birkin has never made. At the outset of the film, Birkin and Varda debate the
relationship between film-maker and subject from either side of the camera.
Varda asks Birkin to look into the camera, suggesting that the camera is ‘me, in a
way’. As she says this, the camera swings around so that Varda’s face appears,
reflected in a mirror. As one might expect from someone so influenced by the
Surrealists, the mirror is a recurring motif.

This film is, as Alison Smith argues: ‘a portrait where the painter is visible’ (1998:
136), an observation that can be extended to cover much of Varda’s other work.
But the echo of the artist in the portrait is never mere ego-trip, it is rather part
of the quiet reflexivity that characterises Varda’s work. As evident in Jane B,
Varda does not try to erase the traces of herself in her documentaries with her
voice often providing the voiceover. She is always present, even before appearing
centre stage in more recent films such as The Gleaners and I (2000) or The
Beaches of Agnès. Sometimes this trace comes not from the voiceover or from her
appearance on camera, but from the reaction of her subjects. Varda leaves her
imprint as an interviewer, as an artful filmic listener, in the disarming interviews/
portraits she amasses. The combination of these glimpses serve to remind us that
this it is not a ‘view from nowhere’ (Harding, 1991).

Varda’s portraits are firmly located in wider landscapes. The relationship between
individual stories and the spaces in which they unfold/create was foregrounded in
her first film La Pointe-Courte, which periodically switches between the narrative
of a couple’s relationship and a portrayal of everyday life in a fishing village, and
continues to her most recent film where she orders her life story by thinking
through a series of beaches, from the Belgian beaches of her childhood to the
beach of Noirmourtier where she filmed the last days of Jacques Demy.

The relationship of looking is given an extra dimension in the film Vagabond
(1985). In the opening scenes, a young homeless woman (Mona) is found dead in
a ditch and her (fictional) story is reconstructed, interdispersed with the
recollections of people that she has encountered on the road, their stories told
straight to camera. The result is that the viewer sees Mona twice, we are
confronted with our own reaction to this fairly unlikeable character and once
more through the eyes of the people she encounters. Ultimately though, Mona is
an elusive character and we learn more about the people who describe her and
our own uncomfortable relationship with disgust.
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Recently, Varda has gone one step further in her relationship with portraiture and
looking, turning the camera more directly on herself. If Daguerrotypes is a form
of ethnography, The Beaches of Agnès is an autoethnography. In the opening
scene, Varda sets up a series of mirrors on the beach. She narrates: ‘I’m playing
the role of a little old lady, pleasantly plump and talkative. Telling her life story.
And yet it’s others I’m interested in, others I want to film. Others who intrigue
me, motivate me, make me ask questions, disconcert me, fascinate me’. The mirrors
creak in the breeze, they reflect passers-by, the sea, the shore, her colleagues
as they work around her, and herself. This play with self-portraiture, others,
the landscape and the processes of the production of an image is a fitting
opening to this reflection on a life.

Varda’s pursuit of her own artistic vision, turning down Hollywood in favour of
keeping her autonomy, marks her out as a true auteur. But there is also a
vulnerability, thoroughness and a sense of responsibility to the subject that
comes out in her work that anyone engaged in making representations of the
social world could learn from (‘Our job is to see y but we never see enough’).
The BFI retrospective serves as a powerful example of how seeing better might
involve more careful, playful and reflective, looking.
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